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SECURITY TAPE 
 

Tamper evident security tape provides a security seal for shipping cartons, pallets, wooden crates, envelopes, 
bags, or other containers. After applying and when later removed, the security tape will show tamper evidence by 
self-destructing, leaving words (OPENED) on the package and in the security tape itself. 

 
 

 Premium Security Tape 
 

Our premium PVT and EVT series tapes are our best performing and most versatile 
tapes we offer. All our premium tapes are also TSA-CCSP compliant. 
 
The tapes perform well on most surfaces, including difficult surfaces such as plastics, 
recycled cardboard, textured finishes, pallets films, boxes with wax coatings, bare wood, 
and many films used to overwrap pallets. 
 
 

 Standard Security Tape 
 

Compared to our premium tapes, our standard tapes leave less adhesive residue when 
removed. Therefore, these tapes are better suited for reusable containers where having 
less adhesive to clean up is a benefit. 
 
These standard tapes perform best on non-porous surfaces (metal, glass, most smooth 
plastic, virgin cardboard) but are also acceptable for many shipping cartons. 
 
 

 Custom Security Tape 
 

Customized tamper evident tape offers increased security. We can customize all 
aspects of the tape, including color, graphics, serial numbers, hidden tamper evident 
pattern, tape width, roll length, and more. 
 
Our most affordable custom option is to imprint your custom text (using black ink) on one 
of two stock tape designs. Or for greater security, you can custom print your graphics 
using custom colors. 

 

 Acetate Security Tape 
 

Acetate tape is frangible, which means it tears easily when removed. The serrated edges 
(a saw tooth pattern) enhance the frangibility and security. 
 
The low price of acetate security tape makes this product one of the most affordable 
options we offer. Additionally, we offer both stock and custom versions. 
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